
BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
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In re

MICHAEL BLOOMBERG,
BLOOMBERG L.P.,
BLOOMBERG NEWS, and
MIKE BLOOMBERG 2020, INC.,I

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)Respondents.

DEC { | 20ls

COMPLAINT

"Quite honestly, I don't want the reporters I'm paying to write a bad story about me
I don't want them to be independent."

- Michael Bloomberg, 20182

This Complaint alleges that Michael Bloomberg, a candidate for president, is engaged in
knowing and willful violations of federal campaign finance law, through his use of his personally

owned media empire, to influence a federal election in support of his own candidacy and in
opposition to the Trump campaign.

Specifically, the Complaint alleges that Bloomberg News, through its current and

continuing massive coordinated in-kind corporate contribution to the presidential campaign of its
founder, Michael Bloomberg ("Mr. Bloomberg"), violates the source prohibitions of 52 U.S.C.

$ 301lS(b). The Complaint further alleges that Mr. Bloomberg is facilitating those on-going and

future contributions in violation of the soft money prohibitions of 11 C.F.R. $ 300.61 and the ban

on corporate facilitation, 11 C.F.R. $ 114.2; and Mike Bloomberg 2020,Inc. (the "Bloomberg
Committee") violated 52 U.S.C. $ 30118(b), as the recipient of these prohibited and unreported

contributions.

For the reasons that follow, Complainant urges the Commission to find reason to believe
that Respondents have violated applicable provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act of
1971, as amended, 52 U.S.C. $ 30101 et seq. (the "Act"), investigate the matter to determine the

scope of the violations, order the Respondents to pay a civil penalty as provided by law, order

1 Statement of Organization, https://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-bin/forms/C00728T54113644771

' "Mike Bloomberg Says He'lI Sell His Media Company If He Runs for President
(Audio)," https://www.thewrap.com/mike-bloomberg-says-hell-sell-his-media-company-iÊhe-
runs-for-president/.
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Respondents to cease and desist from further violations, and determine that Bloomberg News no
longer is entitled to the media exemption in connection with its reporting on the 2020
presidential election.

Facts and Backqround

Bloomberg News is a division of Bloomberg L.P. Mr. Bloomberg is its founder and
owner

According to Bloomberg L.P.'s most recent "Impact Report," Bloomberg News "is a
leading multi-platform global business and financial media company, reaching more than 80
million consumers. Powered by Bloomberg journalists and analysts, we breøk neu,s, anølyze
datø, share perspectives ønd tell the storíes leoders need to knoht."3 One of Bloomberg News'
"Guiding Principles" is to 'oFollow the money. Explaining the role of money in all its forms-
from capital flow to executive compensation to the cost of an acquisition to election spending-
reveals the meaning of the news."4 Another is that "[n]ames make news," andthat "[t]he bigger
the name, the bigger the audience."s Touting its adherence to "the Five Fs," Bloomberg's
"Guiding Principles" conclude: "'We strive to be the most Factual word on any topic, the First to
report the news and the Fastest to report the details. We should also be the Final word-or the
most definitive source---on major events as well as the Future word that tells our audience what's

, ''6nexf^

On November 2I,2019, the Bloomberg Committee registered with the Commission as

Mr. Bloomberg's principal authorized, campaign committee. On November 24,2019, Mr.
Bloomberg announced his candidacy for President. Immediately, Bloomberg News abandoned
its Guiding Principles.

In a widely reported and publicly acknowledged memo,t Bloomberg News Editor in
Chief John Micklethwait admitted that "our owner is now a candidate,"s and declared that
Bloomberg News would report on the 2020 presidential campaign, but that it would not
investigate Mayor Bloomberg and the other Democrat candidates, their families or their

' https:i/data.bloomberglp.comdcompany/sitesi48/20l9l}AlImpact-Report-WEB.pdf
(emphasis added).o https://data.bloomberglp.com/company/sites/39/2018/0412017-Appendix.pdf (emphasis

rd.
rd.
Exhibit 1, https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/6558539/Bb-Complete.pdf
"Bloomberg News will not investigate Mike Bloomberg or his Democratic rivals during

primary," https://www.cnbc.com/20l9lIl/24lbloomberg-news-will-not-investigate-mike-
bloomb erg-or-his-democratic-rivals-during-primary.html.

added)
5

6

7

8
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finances-but that it would, however, continue to investigate Republican President Donald J
Trump, his family and their finances.e

Lesal Framework

The Act of cowse generally prohibits a corporation from making an expenditure in
connection with a federal election.l0 The Act, however, exempts from the definition of
expendifure "any news story, commentary, or editorial distributed through the facilities of any
broadcasting station, newspaper, magazine, or other periodical publication, unless such facilìtíes
øre owned or controlled by any political party, political committee or candídøte."" This
provision is known as "the media exemption."

When determining whether an entity is entitled to the media exemption, the Commission
and courts ask first whether the entity is controlled by a candidate, party or political committee,
and then whether it is acting as a media entity in conducting the activity.l2 Commission
regulations further establish that a media entity under the ownership or control of a candidate
cannot claim the media exemption as to opinion and editorial content, and that its news coverage
is entitled to the media exemption only when it publishes "a news story: (a) [t]hat represents ø
bona ftde news accoazl communicated in a publication of general circulation or on a licensed
broadcasting facility; and (b) ft]hat is pørt of ø generøl pattern of campaign-related news
accounts that give reasonably eqaal coverage to all opposìng candidates."r3

n Dn ing the pendency of Mr. Bloomberg's campaign, Bloomberg News apparently will
not publish editorial or opinion content concerning the 2020 presidential election. ooHow

Michael Bloomberg's presidential campaign harms journalism," https://www.latimes.com/
business/storyl20l9-ll-24lbloomberg-news-coverage-presidential-race ("The core of the
Bloomberg policy is a near-complete shutdown of editorial commentary on the presidential
election. Several members of the organization's editorial board will take a leave of absence and
join the campaign. The board itself is being suspended, 'so there will be no unsigned editorials.'
Individual columnists will continue to write, and op-eds from outsiders accepted, 'although not
op-eds on the election.' Obviously that punches a big hole in the analytical component of
Bloomberg News.").ro s2 u.s.c. $ 3ol l8(b).11 52 U.S.C. $ 30101(9Xb) (emphasis added); see also l1 C.F.R. $$ 100.72 (extending the
exemption to contributions as well as expenditures), 100.132 (extending the exemption to
websites, Internet and electronic publications).t2 FEC v. Phittips Publishing, Inc.,5l7 F. Supp. 1308, 1313 (D.D.C. 1981); Readers Digest
Ass'n, Inc. v. FEC,509 F. Supp. 1210,l2l4 (S.D.N.Y. 1981); see also Adv. Op. 2010-08
(Citizens United) (Commission applies Readers Digest test when determining entitlement to
media exemption).13 11 C.F.R. $$ 100.72, 100.132 (emphasis added); see also FECv. Massachusetts Citizens

for Life,479 U.S. 238,250-51(1986) (entity is acting as a media entity when it publishes a news
story in the ordinary course of its regular press activities).
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Furthermore, a federal candidate may not solicit, direct, accept, or receive money outside
of the limitations and prohibitions of the Act. 11 C.F.R. $ 300.62.

Commission regulations fuither prohibit the corporate facilitation of contributions.
11 C.F.R. $ 11a.2(f):

Corporations and labor organizations (including officers, directors or other
representatives acting as agents of corporations and labor organizations) are
prohibited from facilitating the making of conhibutions to candidates or political
committees, other than to the separate segregated funds of the corporations and
labor organizations. Facilitation means using corporate or labor organization
resources or facilities to engage in fundraising activities in connection with any
federal election, such as activities which go beyond the limited exemptions set
forth in 1 I CFR part 100, subparts B and C, part 100, subparts D and E, 114.9(a)
through (c) and ll4.l3. A corporation does not facilitate the making of a
contribution to a candidate or political committee if it provides goods or services
in the ordinary course of its business as a commercial vendor in accordance with
11 CFR part 116 at the usual and normal charge.

Analysis

To begin, Mr. Bloomberg, a candidate for President, owns Bloomberg L.P. and its
division, Bloomberg News.ta Therefore, Bloomberg News is not entitled to the media exemption
for any opinion and editorial content it publishes in connection with the 2A20 presidential
election, and is entitled to the exemption for its news reporting only if a story is a "bona fide
news account" that is "part of a generøl pattern of campaign-related news accounts that give
reasonably equal coverage to øll opposing candidates."ls

t4 Statement of Candidacy of Michael Bloomberg, https://docquery.fec.gov/cgi-
bin/forms/P00014530/1364469/; "Michael Bloomberg Creating Leadership Succession Plan for
His Company," https://www.wsj.com/articles/michael-bloomberg-creating-leadership-succession
-plan-for-his-company-1457382366 (Mr. Bloomberg owns 89% of Bloomberg L.P.'s stock);
"Bloomberg News will not investigate owner or his Democratic rivals," htþs://thehill.com/
homenews/campaign/471844-bloomberg-will-not-investigate-owner-or-his-democratic-rivals-
report ("[O]ur owner is now a candidate.").
15 l1 C.F.R. $ 100.132 ("Any cost incurred in covering or carrying ø news story,
commentary, or editorìølby any broadcasting station (including a cable television operator,
progranìmer or producer), Web site, newspaper, magazine, or other periodical publication,
including any Internet or electronic publication, ìs not øn expendíture unless thefucilþ ìs
owned or controlled by any political party, political committee, or cøndidøte, ín which csse the
cost þr d nen s story: (a) That represents a bonø Jide news øccount communicated in a
publication of general circulation or on a licensed broadcasting facility; and (b) Thatis pørt of a
general pattern of campaign-reløted news account that gìve reasonably equal coverage to all
opposing candidates in the circulation or listening area, ís not øn expendíture.") (emphasis
added).
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Bloomberg News, however, has completely abdicated its role as a legitimate media entity
in its coverage of the 2020 presidential campaign. Bloomberg News purports to "break news,
analyze data, share perspectives and tell the stories leaders need to know." It claims to strive to
be the "first to report the news . . . the fastest to report the details . . . and the final word--or the
most definitive source----on major events." Its "guiding principles" include "the bigger the name,
the bigger the audience." And yet, when it comes to the major event of the 2020 presidential
campaign, Bloomberg News will not investigate one of the biggest names of all, that of its
namesake. Instead, it will investigate just one candidate-President Trump. In blatant violation
of its own principles, it will not dig into, for instance, Mr. Bloomberg's own election spending.
If it receives a tip about any one of the numerous Democrat candidates, Bloomberg News will
not be the first to report that news or the fastest to report the details. It will wait for others to
break the news, and then its reporters will retweet them, while those same reporters continue
their original investigations of President Trump, his children and their success.

An organization that spends millions and millions of dollars in unregulated, undisclosed
soft money to create content about an election and pledges to unload it all against a single
candidate is not a media entity. It is a Super PAC. And in this case, that Super PAC is literally
owned by a candidate.

Faced with this embarrassing dereliction ofjournalistic duty, Bloomberg News attempts
to hide amidst a parade of ruses. It cites its historical refusal to engage in investigative reporting
on Mr. Bloomberg, and pretends merely to follow that policy into the current presidential
campaign. That claim, of course, ignores Bloomberg News' pattern of investigative reporting to
date on the other 27 current and former Democrat candidates-a pattern which it now has had to
break in order to justif,i the kid-glove treatment it plans to afford to its founder. It also attempts
to draw a distinction between the Mr. Bloomberg and the other Democrat candidates on the one
hand, and the Republican President on the other, claiming that Mr. Bloomberg is not yet
opposing candidate Trump because he has yet to win the Democrat Party's nomination. That
claim, however, is belied by Mr. Bloomberg himself, who declared on his campaign website that
'ol'm running for president to defeat Donald Trump."16

Lastly, Bloomberg News complains that this is all just really hard. According to Mr.
Micklethwait, "There is no point in trying to claim that covering this presidential campaign will
be easy for a newsroom that has built up its reputation for independence in part by not writing
about ourselves."lT But Mr. Bloomberg ãebasei that complaint, too. "I happen to believe, in my
heart of hearts, you can't be independent and nobody's going to believe that you're

t6 "Michael Bloomberg launches campaign for President," https://www.politico.com/news/
20l9ll1/24/michael-bloomberg-campaign-2020-president-073271;" see also video embedded at
https://twitter.comlkendallkarson/status/1198596749230784518, in which the narrator intones,
ooand now he's taking on him" as a picture of President Trump displays on the screen.t7 "Bloomberg News Sets Out How It Will Cover Its Ownerj'https://www.nytimes.com/
20 19 I I I I 24 lbusiness/bloomberg-media-presidential-campaign.html.
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independent," he has admitted, offering several solutions-including selling the company or
abstáining from all political news coverage.ls

Conclusion

Either of the solutions Mr. Bloomberg proposed last year, or perhaps one of several
others, would have been better than what Bloomberg News has decided to do. It will remain
owned by a candidate and will continue to cover that candidate's campaign and those of his
rivals, but it will not investigate him or any of the other rivals, except for the one rival he says

he's running against, the President. This breaks with Bloomberg News' pattern of campaign-
related ne\Ms accounts that, until recently, gave reasonably equal coverage to all opposing
candidates-and renders Bloomberg News ineligible for the media exemption.

Accordingly, Bloomberg News' coverage of the 2020 presidential election constitutes an

expenditure. As a corporate entity, Bloomberg News generally may make expenditures
independently (if properþ reported), but may not do so in coordination with any candidate,
candidate's campaign or agent thereof.le And yet, the timing of Mr. Bloomberg's entry into the
presidential campaign and Bloomberg News' announcement of its new election coverage policy
strongly suggests that Mr. Bloomberg himself procured and facilitated the policy to the great
benefit of his own campaign.

Respectfu lly submitted,

National Lawyers by
Michael Thielen
Executive Director
P. O. Box 18965
Washington, DC 20036

18 'oMike Bloomberg Says He'll Sell His Media Company If He Runs for President
(Audio)," https://www.thewrap.com/mike-bloomberg-says-hell-sell-his-media-company-if-he-
runs-for-presidenl.1e Even if Bloomberg News or Bloomberg, L.P. are not heated by the Commission as

corporate entities, the entity and any campaign contributed to would be subject to the Act's
reporting requirements. Therefore, we further allege, that if the Bloomberg entities are, in fact,
partnerships, the Act and Commission regulations regarding the reporting, the making, and

receipt of contributions have been, and will be, violated.
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VERIFICATION

Complainant below verifies that the statements made in this complaint are, upon their
information and belief, true. Sworn pursuant to 18 U.S.C. $ 1001.

FOR: Republican National Lawyers Association

Michael Thielen
Executive Director

Swom to and subscribed before me this dS", of December 2019.

RESHMA KHAN
NOTARY PUBLIC

COMMONWEATTH OF VIRGINIA
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES JAN. 31. 2023

coMMtsstoN # 7o9g9gã

R"=hr¡.¡q tctno.{"
N*""åb,Hr$f,*^'¿"t
My commission expires: {AVtß,1 ZCZ?
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EXHIBIT 1:

So Mike is running.

There is no point in trying to claim that covering this presidential campaign
will be easy for a nêwsroom that has built up its reputation for independence
in part by not writing about ourselvas {and
very rarely about our direct competitors). Nc previous presidential candidate
has owned a joumalistic organization of this size. We have electoral laws to
follow - to do with both balance and opinion. We willcertainly abey *ram, but
I think we need to do
more than just that - and I believe we can. So this is how we will proceed.

Ws ars not going to follow an exhaustive rulsbæk. That is partly because I

believe that in ioumalism you "shoul' your virtue, you don't "telf it. You prove
your independence by what you write and broadcast,
rather than by proclaiming the details in advance. And I am loath to tie our
hands at this stage. Wa cânnot predict syery detail of the future: we will have
to make some decisions CIn il case-by-case basis. But we can follow some
basic principles, and we will
make a few organizationalchanges.

The place vvhere Mike has had the most contact witt Editorial is Bloomberg
Opinion: our editorials have reflected his views. David Shipley, Tm O'Brien
and some members of the Board responeible for thoee
editorials will take a leave of absence to join Mike'o campaign. We will
suspend the Boad, so there will ba no unsigned editorials. Our columnists,
who produce the majority of Bloombeq Opinion's conlent, will continue to
speak for themeelves, and we will
continue to trake somê op-ed articles fmm outsiders (although not op-eds on
the election). Bloombarg Opinion will be led by Bob Burgess, with Reto
being lhe main ov€reaer on the Ëditorial Management Committee.

MUR766800008



On Naws, we will write about virtually all aspects of thie presidential contest
in much the sarne way âs we have done so far. We will describe who is
winning and who is losing. We will look at policies
and their consequences. We will ærry polls, we wilf interview candidates
and ws willtack their campaigns, including Mike's. We hava already
assþned a reporter to follow his campaþn fiust as \Å¡a did whan Mike was in
City Hall). And in the stories we write
on the presidential contest, we will make clear that our ûurner is now a
candidate.

That covers the vast maþrity of what this newsroom does. We will continue
our tradition of not investigating Mike (and his family and foundation) and we
will extend the same policy to his rivals in
the Ðemocratic primaries. We cannot treat Mike's Dsmocratic competitors

difierontly f¡om him. lf ohsr crediþle joumalistic inetitutions publish
investigative wo¡k on Mike or the other Democratic candidates, we will either
publish thosa articles in full,
or summårize them for our readers - and we will not hide thsm. For the
momsnt, our P&l team willcontinue to investigate the Trump administration,
as the gsvemñÌont of the day. lf fvlike is chosen as the Demæratic
presidential candidata {and Ðonald Trump êm6rgês
as üte Republican one), we will reässsss hor¡¡ we do that.

To those whs would rather that rvs did not write about Mike at all, I would
reply that Bloomberg News has handled these confricts before - and proved
our indepandencê. We are following the eame policy
that we have applied to Bloomberg LP and our direc* rivals in the financial
markets and media: we raport on but do not investigate Reuters and CNBC
When Mike ran for mayor, we reporled on the facte of his campaþn and
summarized other articles.

So ürose are the principles that we willfollow. They are broad - and so there
will be decisions to be made at the margin. That is what editors are for. And
hat leads to an organizalional change, designed
to add avon moro managerial clout.

MUR766800009



Our news cov€rage of ttra 202A raca will be run on a day-today basis by
Wss Kosova, Craig Gordon and our team in Washington, DC. lf quostions
arige, we have Laura Zelenko's Standards tsam to c¿llon.
But I have asked Marty Schenker, our Ghisf Content Officar who works

alongside Reto and mysalf on he Editorial Management Committee, to tske
special responsibility for overseeing our nows cov€rage of Mike and his
rivals (and the questions that may occur about
this election allthe way round the world), in the samo way that Reto will
overseê Opinion. We may well have to maka quick decisions aoross many
platforms. Marty has covered overy election since Watergate; we need his
oxperience and judgment, even if respnsibility
for any mistakes we make ultimately rests with me.

Given the workload this will involve, I have asked Heather Hanis to take on
Marty's responsibilitiea as Ghief Contgnt Officer for EMEA and APAC - and
she willjoin Reto, Marty and me on our management
committee.

I think this is a structure that can cope with many eventualitiss. No doubt.
many of you are already thinking of possible complexities that may arisa. My
Êsponse is: lefs get back to work. Wa can spend
a long time debating'what ifs". I would rather hat we got on with the

joumalism and let that speak for itself. So writs, blog, broadcast - and the
rast will ùake cara of itself.

John

Via https ://twitter.com/oliverdarcy
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